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What would you do with 
twenty-five individual 

human genomes?

Trait-o-matic
http://snp.med.harvard.edu

http://snp.med.harvard.edu/


Analysis of individual genomes  

Use GeneTests to focus on genes where clinical 
action is already taken 

Convert variants in HG18 coordinates into gene/
protein coordinates 

Cross-reference with 
OMIM/HGMD/SNPedia/PharmGKB to obtain a 

list of known variants with pointers into the 
literature

Obtain allele frequencies when available 
(typically not available for rare variants)

Rosenbaum, Thakuria, Wu, Zaranek et al





      PersonalGenomes.org

Subject & public access (not just research elite)  

Entrance exam to ensure highly informed consent

ScalableScalable to millions of research subjects,  to millions of research subjects, 
budget $1,000/person for DNA & trait databudget $1,000/person for DNA & trait data

Highly integrated, holistic, systems-biology

Cells available for personal functional genomics
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What would you do with a 
hundred thousand individual 

human genomes?

To get an answer – ask a 
different question!



How do we organize 
computational resources to 

serve the combined needs of 
scientists, physicians and the 

general public?  



Many commercial organizations aim to answer this type of question 
in other domains—Amazon Web Services is a leading provider

Eucalyptus, Cloud Computing Expo 2009



How does a “cloud” work for 2nd generation sequencing?

Service
Level
Agreements Web Services

Virtualization

Modified from Eucalyptus, Cloud Computing Expo 2009

Abstract away users (with a simple web browser) from 
massive, physical computational resources and highly 

parallel data acquisition instruments via standard internet 
protocols and Service Level Agreements



  

A Free Factory is inspired by Free Software and 
embodies a special case of the “cloud” paradigm

Free Software is a matter of the users' freedom to run, 
copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software.  

(http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html) 

A Free Factory should protect the freedom 
of its user community to:  

1) operate their own identical factory;

2) operate a modified factory;

3) distribute the information required to 
operate and modify the factory to others, and;

4) study and improve all factory equipment, 
methods, software, raw materials, and so on. 

http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html


A Free DNA Sequencing Factory could be built by 
combining the “Polonator”  with commodity 

computers running Free and Open Source Software

Courtesy — Rich Terry and Greg Porreca



Maintain infrastructure close 
to participants

Add sequencing instruments, 
 computational clusters, and 

storage independently 

Freegols can use storage 
and compute resources from 

any Free Factory

Fault-tolerant to hardware 
and software failures

Built-in provenance tracking 

Scalable Infrastructure for 100,000 people 
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A shared infrastructure for web service virtual 
machines, which I call “Freegols”. 

The Idea

Freegols
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As a Freegol services many simultaneous user requests, it 
continually supervises “workflows” that process terabytes 

of data and consume many thousands of CPU hours  

Freegols—or Free Golems (another word for robot)— 
operate in independent virtual machines running on 

the Free Factories infrastructure. 
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Trait-o-Matic is the archetypal “Freegol” and maintained 
using the distributed development paradigm

Class projects can use the lab “cloud” or Trait-o-matic as 
a platform for further development



Trait-o-matic cross-references variants with major 
databases and looks for damaging coding changes

OMIM:608507.0011

PGP1 – GHR G186* – 
(associated with)

INCREASED 
RESPONSIVENESS TO 
GROWTH HORMONE 

?

PGP2 – MFN2 R364W – 
HEREDITARY 

MOTOR AND SENSORY 
NEUROPATHY VI

? 6'4”



So what went wrong?  The error probably occurs in an amplification step 
required by the capture process.



On our cloud, Genomerator manages NGS data, launches 
workflows, and, generates quality metrics – without high 

quality variant calls and data-sources Trait-o-matic is useless!



Comparison of non-synonymous substitutions from three independent experiments on the same 
HapMap sample, NA18507, indicates relatively poor concordance between all three samples. 



Comparison of non-synonymous substitutions from three independent experiments on the same 
HapMap sample, NA18507, novel variants have even worse concordance.



 NA18507 Variants Found by Only One Group

These variants could be sequencing errors that are easily seen in the 
consensus alignments or even the underlying images.  It's also possible, 

however, that the raw data will support these consensus calls as “real” while 
the poor replication across three experiments suggests the opposite.   



Analysis of an individual African genome reveals a rare mutation—KCNE2 Q9E—not 
present in dbSNP.  Is this variant real?



Our cloud infrastructure was used to assemble the raw reads—120 gigabases—
from HapMap NA18507.   The alignment for KCNE2 Q9E is shown above.  

Manually assembled from data in Bentley et al. (2008) Nature.   

*
C 25 sum(q)=676
G 22 sum(q)=607
T 2 sum(q)=10



 Further literature search brings into question the 
importance of KCNE2 Q9E

Can clinical genetic labs share (some of ) these data which 
are typically proprietary? 

 
Without comprehensive and accurate genotype to phenotype 

databases—good variant calls are not clinically useful. 



 Variants Implicated in Disease with Unreported 
Frequencies, but Appearing Frequently in YRI Genomes.

Interpreting 2nd generation sequencing results goes far beyond accurate variant calls 
but requires a worldwide effort to develop accessible databases of cases and 
controls; without such databases clinical interpretation will remain elusive!  



Personal Genomics has arrived but it will take significant 
community effort to achieve its potential—you can help!
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